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windstorm of a novel. True Women presents, a stable of women they bore best in Texas: strong, vivid, unforgettable. This is an American original, deftly told. - Anne

Rivers Siddon: "True Women represents a part of our country's history ignored and long overdue for recognition. At last, we can read about the pioneers and their husbands for a change!" - Fannie Flagg: "I grew up listening to great stories. Janice Windle's novel, True Women is an engaging story of three generations of Texas women whose lived

capture your imagination and your heart. Her characters are as sturdy as Texas live oaks, and her novel is a timeless tribute to remarkable women in extraordinary times." - Ann Richards: "As a writer deeply rooted in Texas history, I find Janice Woods Windle's historical novel, True Women, beautifully written and brilliantly researched. It is a landmark book and validates its title." - Liz Carpenter: Executive Assistant to Vice-President Lyndon B. Johnson and Press Secretary to First Lady Lady Bird Johnson.